
2–4 PLAYERS  •  AGES 14 AND UP  •  30 MINUTES



nce every year, the high faeries of Summer, Winter, Autumn,  
and Spring gather around the First Stones at the heart of the 
mystical realm of Arcadia. Long ago, they worked together to 
temper Nature’s fury. Now, capricious and vainglorious, they 
challenge one other to decide who's power will rule over 
Arcadia and its seasons for the next twelve months. 

Player assume the roles of powerful faerie lord incarnations of the seasons. 
Taking turns, thinking strategically, and using the replacement ability of your 
faerie lords,  you want to be the first player to place 12 lords of a single season 
(color) on the board.

Place the game board on the table. One player takes the  Summer and Winter lords 
(the solstices); the other player takes the Spring and Autumn lords (the equinoxes).

Equinoxes play first. The first lord played must be placed in the center space of the 
board. (For 3- and 4-player games, see Page 7.)

GOALGOAL

SETUP: The 2-player gameSETUP: The 2-player game



In a 2-player game, on your turn you MUST take 3 actions, selecting for each action 
the option of placing a lord, moving a lord, or jumping a lord(s). You can perform 
actions in any order and you can repeat the same action up to 3 times. However 
you cannot perform multiple actions with the same lord on the same turn. In a 
2-player game, in the course of your turn, 1 action must be take with each season, 
and the remaining action is your choice of season.

TAKING A TURNTAKING A TURN

COMPONENTSCOMPONENTS
• Rulebook                                    • Game board

• 12 Autumn lords (orange) • 12 Winter lords (blue)

• 12 Summer lords (light green)• 12 Spring lords (pink)



ACTIONSACTIONS

PLACEPLACE
You can place 1 of your lords on 
the board. It MUST be adjacent to 
at least 1 other lord already on 
the board. You can place a lord 
next to another lord of any 
season. (The first lord placed on 
the board must be played on the 
center space.)

MOVEMOVE
You can move 1 of your lords to 
an adjacent unoccupied space in 
any direction. Lords you move do 
not need to remain adjacent to 
other lords on the board.

JUMPJUMP
You can jump 1 of your lords 
over another lord of the same 
season. You can also jump over 
the lords of 1 other season (see 
The March of Seasons, Page 5). If 
you jump over a lord of another 
season, immediately replace it 
with 1 of your lords not yet in 
play and return the lord you 
removed to its owner. You may 
jump over multiple lords with  
1 jump action, so long as there is 
a space for you to land between 
each jump.

Example: Autumn lords jumps 
both Winter and Autumn lords. 
Both Winter lords would be 
replaced with Autumn lords.



ACTIONSACTIONS

THE MARCH OF SEASONSTHE MARCH OF SEASONS

Remember, in a 2-player game, you MUST perform 1 action with each of your 
seasons; your remaining action can be played using either season. Actions and 
which season you use can be performed in any order, and you choose which actions 
to perform. (See rules for a 3- or 4-player game on Page 7.)

Example: A player, who is using the equinoxes, decides to place 2 Autumn lords and 
1 Spring lord, fulfilling their 3 actions for the turn. 

A lord can jump over a lord of the 
same season or over a lord of one 
other specific season:

Replace lords you jump with lords    of 
your season that did the jump. Return 
replaced lords to the appropriate 
player.

Winter Autumn

Spring Summer

Autumn jumps and replaces Winter

Summer jumps and replaces Autumn

Winter jumps and replaces Spring

Spring jumps and replaces Summer



RULESRULES

WINNINGWINNING

A lord can only be used to perform 1 action per turn. You cannot  
place a lord and then move or jump with that lord on the same turn.  
Similarly, you cannot move a lord and then jump with it on the same turn, 
or vice versa. 

You may jump a lord on a space along the edge of the playing area. Replace 
the lord you jumped over, if appropriate. The lord that performed the jump 
has “jumped out”; it must now be placed on any vacant space on the board. 
It cannot be used for the remainder of this turn.

Be the first player to get all 12 lords of either of your seasons on the board and 
declare victory.

A lord placed on the board as a result of a jump immediately becomes 
active and can move or jump. Remember, you will perform 2 actions with 
1 season and 1 action with your other season each turn; you cannot 
perform 3 actions with 1 season.



Example: In a 3-player game with Summer, Autumn, and Winter, the Summer 
player would go first, followed by Autumn, and then Winter. Instead of jumping 
and replacing Spring lords (because they are not in use), Winter would jump and 
replace Summer lords.

The 3- or 4-player gameThe 3- or 4-player game

You play only one season each. Do not use Spring in a 3-player game.

You must perform 2 actions on your turn, not 3.

You play the seasons in order, starting with Summer in a 3-player game, 
and Spring in a 4-player game. Proceed taking turns clockwise around 
the board.

All of the rules apply except for the following:

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter
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ABOUT THE GAMEABOUT THE GAME

For as long as I can remember, I have always drawn inspiration from 
the natural world and the mythology which emerges from it. A large 
part of that inspiration has been my love of the changing seasons. 
With their unique rhythms, each evokes its own set of traditions, 
emotions, and wonder. The never ending march of seasons marks 
my time and place in the universe, letting my imagination wander 
down new, unexplored paths and hollows. So thank you for joining 
me here, and I hope you find joy in this playful abstract game. 

MIKE RICHIEMIKE RICHIE


